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Aim of the StudyAim of the Study

This study performs linguistic analysis and This study performs linguistic analysis and 
computational formalization of constructions computational formalization of constructions 
where where bilingual short paraphrasesbilingual short paraphrases occur, with occur, with 
the main purpose of using them in MTthe main purpose of using them in MT

Examples: Examples: 

make a call = fazer um telefonema = fazer uma chamada = telefonamake a call = fazer um telefonema = fazer uma chamada = telefonarr
make a living of N = governar a vida de N = viver de Nmake a living of N = governar a vida de N = viver de N

fazer uma investigafazer uma investigaçção = make an investigation = perform an ão = make an investigation = perform an 
investigation = investigateinvestigation = investigate
fazer uma visita = pay a visit = visitfazer uma visita = pay a visit = visit



Plan by StepsPlan by Steps

1.1. assemble a bilingual corpus of lexicalizations assemble a bilingual corpus of lexicalizations ““verb verb 
+ complement+ complement”” where the main verb has a weak where the main verb has a weak 
semantic value, the so called semantic value, the so called ““support verbssupport verbs””, or , or 
““light verbslight verbs””, such as , such as ““taketake”” in in ““take a walktake a walk”” (EN) or (EN) or 
““fazerfazer”” in in ““fazer uma apresentafazer uma apresentaççãoão”” (PT)(PT)

2.2. identify and build ENidentify and build EN--PT and PTPT and PT--EN syntacticEN syntactic--
semantic correspondence rules for semantic correspondence rules for support verb support verb 
constructionsconstructions (SVCs) and study transfer (SVCs) and study transfer 
mechanisms between the two languagesmechanisms between the two languages

3.3. create rules and requirements to find short create rules and requirements to find short 
paraphrasesparaphrases



General GoalsGeneral Goals

Create sharable bilingual lexical resources Create sharable bilingual lexical resources 
(compile sets of SVCs translations and equivalent (compile sets of SVCs translations and equivalent 
paraphrases for a pair of languages)paraphrases for a pair of languages)

Build a tool for automated extraction of short Build a tool for automated extraction of short 
paraphrasesparaphrases

Make methodology be suitable for anyone working Make methodology be suitable for anyone working 
on MT or bilingual lexicographyon MT or bilingual lexicography

Apply results to an MT systemApply results to an MT system



Value of the ResultsValue of the Results
Machine TranslationMachine Translation

valuable resource for PTvaluable resource for PT--EN or ENEN or EN--PT MT system PT MT system 
translation pairstranslation pairs
high significance for similar work on other languages high significance for similar work on other languages 
or language pairsor language pairs

ParaphraseParaphrase--lexica represent a valuable lexica represent a valuable 
resource for many other NLPresource for many other NLP--applicationsapplications

Information Extraction (IE)Information Extraction (IE)
Text Mining (TM)Text Mining (TM)
Information Retrieval (IR)Information Retrieval (IR)
Summarization (S)Summarization (S)
QuestionQuestion--Answering (Q&A)Answering (Q&A)



Value of the ResultsValue of the Results

Importance of Paraphrases in Related FieldsImportance of Paraphrases in Related Fields

LiteratureLiterature
TranslationTranslation
LinguisticsLinguistics
NLPNLP



Closely related to analysis, interpretation and synthesisClosely related to analysis, interpretation and synthesis
Recognized as repeating content but conveying it with Recognized as repeating content but conveying it with 
different expressionsdifferent expressions

Translation theories are deeply concerned with and Translation theories are deeply concerned with and 
involved in the field of paraphrasal existence and use as involved in the field of paraphrasal existence and use as 
well. In general terms, free translation is a set of well. In general terms, free translation is a set of 
paraphrases which represent the same idea conveyed paraphrases which represent the same idea conveyed 
from a source language into a target languagefrom a source language into a target language

Why Paraphrases?Why Paraphrases?

TranslationTranslationTranslation

LiteratureLiteratureLiterature



Why Paraphrases?Why Paraphrases?
LinguisticsLinguisticsLinguistics

Central to many linguistic theories which consider it both Central to many linguistic theories which consider it both 
an integral part of a speakeran integral part of a speaker’’s linguistic competence and s linguistic competence and 
a central tool for language modelinga central tool for language modeling

Associated with synonymy. At the lexical level, synonymy Associated with synonymy. At the lexical level, synonymy 
concerns words and phrases. At the syntactical level, concerns words and phrases. At the syntactical level, 
synonymy means keeping the same meaning in a synonymy means keeping the same meaning in a 
sentence with a different structuresentence with a different structure

BarzilayBarzilay & & McKeownMcKeown, 2001 pointed out: , 2001 pointed out: ““Many linguists Many linguists 
((HallidayHalliday, 1985; de , 1985; de BeaugrandeBeaugrande and Dressler, 1981) and Dressler, 1981) 
agree that paraphrases retain agree that paraphrases retain ““approximate conceptual approximate conceptual 
equivalenceequivalence””, and are not limited only to synonymy , and are not limited only to synonymy 
relations.relations.””



LinguisticLinguistic TheoriesTheories
MeaningMeaning--Text Theory (MTT) (cf. Text Theory (MTT) (cf. MelMel’’ččuk, 1988uk, 1988) ) 

views language as a views language as a ““translation systemtranslation system””, a series of modules , a series of modules 
through which a meaning is converted into a wellthrough which a meaning is converted into a well--formed sentenceformed sentence
Paraphrasing rules ensure that all the sentences one can produceParaphrasing rules ensure that all the sentences one can produce to to 
express a particular meaning are semantic equivalents of one anoexpress a particular meaning are semantic equivalents of one anotherther

MiliMiliććevievićć, 2005, 2005
proposes new types of paraphrasing rules capable of handling proposes new types of paraphrasing rules capable of handling 
paraphraseparaphrase--semantic equivalence rules, operating at the semantic semantic equivalence rules, operating at the semantic 
level of utterances representationlevel of utterances representation

Generative Transformational Grammar (cf. Chomsky, 1957, Generative Transformational Grammar (cf. Chomsky, 1957, 
1965)1965)

transformation are instances of paraphrasal representation wheretransformation are instances of paraphrasal representation where
paraphrases are surface structures for the same deep structureparaphrases are surface structures for the same deep structure
Ex: transformational rules such as active to passive voiceEx: transformational rules such as active to passive voice



Why Paraphrases?Why Paraphrases?

NLPNLPNLP
As initially stated, the study of paraphrases also As initially stated, the study of paraphrases also 
plays a very important role in natural language plays a very important role in natural language 
interpretation and generation and is used in interpretation and generation and is used in 
many different NLP applications many different NLP applications 

Some of todaySome of today’’s NLP systems use automated s NLP systems use automated 
methods to collect paraphrasesmethods to collect paraphrases



Regina Barzilay's  thesis (2003)Regina Barzilay's  thesis (2003)
Proceedings of the ACL 2003 Workshop on ParaphrasingProceedings of the ACL 2003 Workshop on Paraphrasing
Other thesisOther thesis

Mark Dras (1999)Mark Dras (1999)
Florence Duclaye (2003)Florence Duclaye (2003)

PapersPapers
Barzilay & McKeown, , 2001Barzilay & McKeown, , 2001
Dolan et al., 2004Dolan et al., 2004,,
Poibeau, 2004Poibeau, 2004
Pang et al., 2003Pang et al., 2003
Barzilay & Lee, 2003Barzilay & Lee, 2003
Shinyama, 2003Shinyama, 2003
Quirk et al., 2004Quirk et al., 2004
BannardBannard & & CallisonCallison--Burch, 2005Burch, 2005
Resnik, 2005Resnik, 2005
Satoshi, 2005Satoshi, 2005

PeoplePeople
Dekang Lin, Lillian Lee, Kevin Knight, Satoshi Sekine, Dekang Lin, Lillian Lee, Kevin Knight, Satoshi Sekine, Yusuke Shinyama,  Yusuke Shinyama,  Hua WuHua Wu

NLP Relevant WorkNLP Relevant WorkNLP Relevant Work



ParaphraseParaphraseParaphrase (within the scope of this work)(within the scope of this work)

substitute technique to express the same 
meaning in a phrase
replacement by semantic-equivalent 
phrase or word

substitute technique to express the same substitute technique to express the same 
meaning in a phrasemeaning in a phrase
replacement by semanticreplacement by semantic--equivalent equivalent 
phrase or wordphrase or word

 have a look olhar 
dar uma olhadela 
dar uma vista de olhos 
dar uma olhada 
ver 
mirar 

 have a look at look at 
look at N with attention 
take a look at 
get a load of 
see 
watch 

MonolingualMonolingual BilingualBilingual



Why Support Verbs?Why Support Verbs?
SVCs present translation difficulties for several reasons:

1- SVerbs in EN and PT are of different type (eg. fazer adiamentos => to give 
extensions; fazer perguntas => to ask questions; fazer o exame => to take the exam; 
fazer uma visita => to pay a visit). Even though some SVerbs can be translated literally 
(eg. fazer dinheiro => to make money), most of them have no literal translation (eg. 
fazer uma operação => to have an operation; fazer perguntas => to ask questions)

2- some SVCs are frozen in one or in both languages, being considered fully idiomatic 
(collocations) (eg. fazer boa figura => to do well; fazer o sangue subir à cabeça => 
make the blood rush to one’s head; and less common fazer o papel de pai => to play 
the father)

3- several expressions in PT either require SVerbs or the SVC is more often used 
and/or preferred, simply corresponding in EN to a lexical verb (eg. (?preferred) fazer 
publicidade = publicitar => to advertise; (?preferred) fazer um esboço = esboçar => to 
draft; fazer compras => to shop; (?preferred) fazer a barba = barbear => to shave)

4- many SVCs match with lexical verb variations, expressing exactly the same meaning 
(eg. tirar fotocópias = fotocopiar => to make copies = to xerox = to photocopy; fazer 
uma doação = doar => to make a donation/donations = to donate). 

SVCs present translation difficulties for several reasons:SVCs present translation difficulties for several reasons:

11-- SVerbsSVerbs in EN and PT are of different type (in EN and PT are of different type (egeg. . fazer fazer adiamentosadiamentos => => to give to give 
extensionsextensions; ; fazer fazer perguntasperguntas => => to ask questionsto ask questions; ; fazer o fazer o exameexame => => to take the examto take the exam; ; 
fazer uma visitafazer uma visita => => to pay a visitto pay a visit). Even though some ). Even though some SVerbsSVerbs can be translated literally can be translated literally 
((egeg. . fazer fazer dinheirodinheiro => => to make moneyto make money), most of them have no literal translation (), most of them have no literal translation (egeg. . 
fazer uma fazer uma operaoperaççãoão => => to have an operationto have an operation; ; fazer fazer perguntasperguntas => => to ask questionsto ask questions))

22-- some SVCs are frozen in one or in both languages, being considesome SVCs are frozen in one or in both languages, being considered fully idiomatic red fully idiomatic 
(collocations) ((collocations) (egeg. . fazer boa fazer boa figurafigura => => to do wellto do well; ; fazer o fazer o sanguesangue subirsubir àà cabecabeççaa => => 
make the blood rush to onemake the blood rush to one’’s heads head; and less common ; and less common fazer o fazer o papelpapel de de paipai => => to play to play 
the fatherthe father))

33-- several expressions in PT either require several expressions in PT either require SVerbsSVerbs or the SVC is more often used or the SVC is more often used 
and/or preferred, simply corresponding in EN to a lexical verb (and/or preferred, simply corresponding in EN to a lexical verb (egeg. (?preferred) . (?preferred) fazer fazer 
publicidadepublicidade = = publicitarpublicitar => => to advertiseto advertise; (?preferred) ; (?preferred) fazer um fazer um esboesboççoo = = esboesboççarar => => to to 
draftdraft; ; fazer fazer comprascompras => => to shopto shop; (?preferred) ; (?preferred) fazer a fazer a barbabarba = = barbearbarbear => => to shaveto shave))

44-- many SVCs match with lexical verb variations, expressing exactlmany SVCs match with lexical verb variations, expressing exactly the same meaning y the same meaning 
((egeg. . tirartirar fotocfotocóópiaspias = = fotocopiarfotocopiar => => to make copiesto make copies = = to to xeroxxerox = = to photocopyto photocopy; ; fazer fazer 
uma uma doadoaççãoão = = doardoar => => to make a donation/donationsto make a donation/donations = = to donateto donate). ). 



Why Support Verbs?Why Support Verbs?
Support verbs are interesting to our research because they Support verbs are interesting to our research because they 
often represent phrasal alternatives = paraphrasesoften represent phrasal alternatives = paraphrases

Simple exampleSimple example
to pay a visitto pay a visit = = to visitto visit

The importance of studying these constructions is based on The importance of studying these constructions is based on 
their abundance in language and their study is essential for MTtheir abundance in language and their study is essential for MT

An MT system cannot ignore the the meaning of An MT system cannot ignore the the meaning of ““paypay”” in in ““pay pay 
attentionattention””, for instance., for instance.

We assume the fundamental principle that elementary We assume the fundamental principle that elementary 
sentences/phrases and not the words carry units of meaning sentences/phrases and not the words carry units of meaning 
(meaning is not compositional). We also assume the relation of (meaning is not compositional). We also assume the relation of 
nominalization as defined by Harris, 1964nominalization as defined by Harris, 1964



The problem of the translation of SVCs is known and The problem of the translation of SVCs is known and 
being tackled since the sixties being tackled since the sixties 
Gross, 1981, Gross, 1981, GiryGiry--Schneider, 1987 (French school of Schneider, 1987 (French school of 
linguistics)linguistics)
DrasDras, 1995 (Anglo, 1995 (Anglo--Saxon school)Saxon school)
GrimshawGrimshaw & & MesterMester (1988), Larson (1988), Hale & Keyser, (1988), Larson (1988), Hale & Keyser, 
1991, 1993, Chomsky, 1995, 1998, 19991991, 1993, Chomsky, 1995, 1998, 1999
MelMel’’ččuk, 2003uk, 2003 (paraphrasing widely published in French)(paraphrasing widely published in French)

Relevant Work on SVCs/Light VerbsRelevant Work on SVCs/Light VerbsRelevant Work on SVCs/Light Verbs

•• MelMel’’ččukuk notion of "lexical functionnotion of "lexical function““ ((= formalism for description and = formalism for description and 
use of combinatorial properties of individual lexemes)use of combinatorial properties of individual lexemes) allows for an allows for an 
elegant solution of the problem by shifting the work load to theelegant solution of the problem by shifting the work load to the
compilation of monolingual collocation dictionariescompilation of monolingual collocation dictionaries



Relevant Work on SVCs/Light VerbsRelevant Work on SVCs/Light VerbsRelevant Work on SVCs/Light Verbs

Lexical functions are used, e.g., in the wideLexical functions are used, e.g., in the wide--coverage MTcoverage MT--
system ETAP; see the numerous publications by system ETAP; see the numerous publications by ApresjanApresjan, , 
BoguslavskyBoguslavsky and their coand their co--workersworkers
The Grenoble MTThe Grenoble MT--group is also working with group is also working with LFsLFs across across 
languages (e.g., the project languages (e.g., the project PapillonPapillon))
Thierry Thierry FontanelleFontanelle and the Decide projectand the Decide project
FrameNetFrameNet
Central references such as Central references such as AllertonAllerton and and GrimshawGrimshaw
Alonso Ramos (2004) in Spanish discusses in detail the Alonso Ramos (2004) in Spanish discusses in detail the 
representation of SVCs in the framework of representation of SVCs in the framework of MelMel’’ččukuk: Las : Las 
ConstruccionesConstrucciones con con VerboVerbo de de ApoyoApoyo, Visor , Visor LibrosLibros, Madrid. , Madrid. 



Importance of multiImportance of multi--word for MTword for MT
State of the Art MTState of the Art MTState of the Art MT

MT nowadays MT nowadays –– are we there yet?are we there yet?

Studies analyzing MT progress and comparative Studies analyzing MT progress and comparative 
evaluations of systems from the 1970evaluations of systems from the 1970’’s with todays with today’’s s 
systems donsystems don’’t conclude that the new systems are t conclude that the new systems are 
significantly better than the old ones (see Hutchins, significantly better than the old ones (see Hutchins, 
2003)2003)

Where & why MT still fails and what we must DOWhere & why MT still fails and what we must DO
See Challenges for MT (Barreiro & See Challenges for MT (Barreiro & RanchhodRanchhod, 2004), 2004)



Several MT outputsSeveral MT outputs
English sentence: Then the operatives are more likely to make mistakes when set-ups are  

constantly changing. 
 

Manual translation from Compara: E os mecânicos estão mais sujeitos a cometerem erros quando os sistemas 
estão constantemente a mudar, e isso conduz a um aumento de desperdício. 

MT outputs: 

Translation Engine Result 
FreeTranslation Então o operativo são mais possível cometer erros quando 

organizações constantemente mudam.  
Systran Então os operatives são mais prováveis fazer erros quando as 

instalações estão mudando constantemente. 
E-T Server Então os operadores são mais prováveis para tornar erros quando as 

situações estão mudando constantemente. 
Amikai Então as operações são mais provável cometer erros quando jogo-

ups constantemente está mudando.  
 
http://www.linguateca.pt/METRA/
(cf. Sarmento et al., 2005, Sarmento, 2005, and Maia & Barreiro, 2005 )
http://www.linguateca.pt/METRA/http://www.linguateca.pt/METRA/
(cf. (cf. Sarmento et al., 2005Sarmento et al., 2005, , Sarmento, 2005Sarmento, 2005, and , and Maia & Barreiro, 2005 Maia & Barreiro, 2005 ))



Questions to Be AnsweredQuestions to Be Answered
1. How research into one linguistic phenomenon would 1. How research into one linguistic phenomenon would 
be of interest to anyone but another linguistbe of interest to anyone but another linguist??

2. H2. Howow would a study of paraphrases based on SVCs would a study of paraphrases based on SVCs 
and their lexical equivalents benefit MT?and their lexical equivalents benefit MT?

Exs: Exs: take(vt) place = occur(vi) = happen(vi)take(vt) place = occur(vi) = happen(vi)

““most of the action must most of the action must take placetake place in the same studio setin the same studio set”” => => ““a maior parte da aca maior parte da acçção deve ão deve 
desenrolardesenrolar--sese no mesmo espano mesmo espaçço co cééniconico””

make(vt) reparation = compensate(vi)make(vt) reparation = compensate(vi)

““It was not too late It was not too late to make reparationto make reparation for that. => Não era tarde demais para for that. => Não era tarde demais para recuperarrecuperar o mal o mal 
cometido.cometido.



MethodologyMethodology

Methods for identifying candidate Methods for identifying candidate 
constructions in corporaconstructions in corpora
How are the paraphrases arrived at?How are the paraphrases arrived at?
How are these pairs constructed?How are these pairs constructed?



Methods for SVC Extraction and 
Treatment

Methods for SVC Extraction and Methods for SVC Extraction and 
TreatmentTreatment

Monolingual SVC extraction and treatment             Bilingual EN-PT and PT-EN extraction and treatmentMonolingual SVC extraction and treatment             Bilingual EMonolingual SVC extraction and treatment             Bilingual ENN--PT and PTPT and PT--EN extraction and treatmentEN extraction and treatment



Results of Application of a Simple Results of Application of a Simple NoojNooj SVC Grammar to a Monolingual TextSVC Grammar to a Monolingual Text
oncernedoncerned in it were in it were taking their pleasure/taking their pleasure/ quietly, and they were not of the sex which is supposed to quietly, and they were not of the sex which is supposed to 
re over, and he was re over, and he was taking the rest/taking the rest/ that precedes the great rest. He had a narrow, cleanthat precedes the great rest. He had a narrow, clean--shavenshaven
sionsion Ralph Ralph TouchettTouchett took no interest/took no interest/ whatever; he stood with his hands in his pockets, looking gwhatever; he stood with his hands in his pockets, looking g
in she prepared to in she prepared to take her departure/take her departure/ .  "Your sister must be a great gossip. Is she accustomed to.  "Your sister must be a great gossip. Is she accustomed to
rgumentrgument; you always ; you always take the opposite ground/take the opposite ground/ . I don't see what you've against her except that she's so o. I don't see what you've against her except that she's so o
; she has evidently ; she has evidently taken a great fancy/taken a great fancy/ to her."  "What is it you wish her to do?" Edmund Ludlow asto her."  "What is it you wish her to do?" Edmund Ludlow as
s well as resolute, s well as resolute, took his way back/took his way back/ to his lodging with the feeling of a man defeated. He was nto his lodging with the feeling of a man defeated. He was n
American school and American school and took a degree/took a degree/ at an American university, after which, as he struck his at an American university, after which, as he struck his fafa
tanttant, remounted and , remounted and took his departure/took his departure/ before dinner; and an hour after this meal was ended Mr. anbefore dinner; and an hour after this meal was ended Mr. an
deadea that she hadn't that she hadn't taken the trouble/taken the trouble/ to listen to it. Of course I talk like an Americanto listen to it. Of course I talk like an American----I can'tI can't
untedunted them. I never them. I never took much notice/took much notice/ of the classes. That's the advantage of being an American hof the classes. That's the advantage of being an American h
new. I've heard you new. I've heard you take such opposite views/take such opposite views/ ."  "I'm on the side of both. I guess I'm a little on the ."  "I'm on the side of both. I guess I'm a little on the sisi
ponpon her, and Isabel her, and Isabel took a fancy/took a fancy/ to the young ladies, who appeared to her to show a most to the young ladies, who appeared to her to show a most oriori
hat centre that she hat centre that she took the train/took the train/ for the station nearest to for the station nearest to GardencourtGardencourt, where Isabel and Ra, where Isabel and Ra
"So few people will "So few people will take the trouble/take the trouble/ ."  Miss ."  Miss StackpoleStackpole, in this undertaking, appeared to shrink , in this undertaking, appeared to shrink 
I see. And then?"  "I see. And then?"  " Take right hold/Take right hold/ of something."  "Well, now, what sort of thing?"  "Anythingof something."  "Well, now, what sort of thing?"  "Anything
n!"  CHAPTER 11  He n!"  CHAPTER 11  He took a resolve/took a resolve/ after this not to misinterpret her words even when Miss after this not to misinterpret her words even when Miss StaSta
it. He was about to it. He was about to take a step/take a step/ which would astonish all his friends and displease a great which would astonish all his friends and displease a great 
they stopped and he they stopped and he took her hand/took her hand/ . "Ah, Lord Warburton, how little you know me!" Isabel said . "Ah, Lord Warburton, how little you know me!" Isabel said 
it seems to me I'm it seems to me I'm taking the best way/taking the best way/ . If you'll be my wife, then I shall know you, and when I . If you'll be my wife, then I shall know you, and when I tete
efinitelyefinitely yet; I've yet; I've taken a little time/taken a little time/ to think of it, because that seems more respectful. But I sto think of it, because that seems more respectful. But I s
ungung man from Boston man from Boston take positive possession/take positive possession/ of her. The sentiment in which she sought refuge after readof her. The sentiment in which she sought refuge after read
rsecutersecute her he must her he must take the consequences/take the consequences/ ; foremost among which was his being left to perceive how ; foremost among which was his being left to perceive how lili
d Ralph d Ralph TouchettTouchett to to take a walk/take a walk/ with her in the garden, and when he had assented with that with her in the garden, and when he had assented with that 
girl she was. She's girl she was. She's taking different views/taking different views/ , a different , a different colourcolour, and turning away from her old ideals. , and turning away from her old ideals. 
u don't know how to u don't know how to take such ideas/take such ideas/ . Mr. . Mr. GoodwoodGoodwood does, however; and that's what I like about hdoes, however; and that's what I like about h
nizenize; but it so far ; but it so far took the edge/took the edge/ from too sharp a recognition that, in spite of his from too sharp a recognition that, in spite of his suspectisuspecti
reality and he had reality and he had taken no pains/taken no pains/ to ask questions the answers to which would involve only to ask questions the answers to which would involve only thth
hat his imagination hat his imagination took a flight/took a flight/ and that he remained in his chair a long time beyond the hoand that he remained in his chair a long time beyond the ho
of course if you'll of course if you'll take a companion/take a companion/ ----some decayed gentlewoman, with a darned cashmere and dyed some decayed gentlewoman, with a darned cashmere and dyed 
say. If you do, you say. If you do, you take a great responsibility/take a great responsibility/ ."  "You frighten me a little, but I think I'm right," said ."  "You frighten me a little, but I think I'm right," said 
for being quick to for being quick to take a hint/take a hint/ that was meant as good advice. His advice had perhaps that was meant as good advice. His advice had perhaps helpehelpe
n waves, her glance n waves, her glance took a backward flight/took a backward flight/ . It rested upon two figures which, in spite of increasing d. It rested upon two figures which, in spite of increasing d
enquired.  "Yes, we enquired.  "Yes, we take the train/take the train/ again. We've so much to do laagain. We've so much to do la--bas."  "Are you not tired?"  bas."  "Are you not tired?"  
due to any one who due to any one who took the tone/took the tone/ of authority; and she was a passive spectator of the of authority; and she was a passive spectator of the operatoperat
surancesurance the visitor the visitor took his leave/took his leave/ ; after which Isabel fully expected her friend would scold h; after which Isabel fully expected her friend would scold h
rlerle. Ralph . Ralph TouchettTouchett took his refreshment/took his refreshment/ wherever he could find it, and he would not have forgotten wherever he could find it, and he would not have forgotten 
therther well enough to well enough to take their ease/take their ease/ ; but every now and then Isabel heard the Countess, at ; but every now and then Isabel heard the Countess, at sometsomet
w, the golden light w, the golden light took a deeper tone/took a deeper tone/ , and on the mountains and the plain that stretched beneath , and on the mountains and the plain that stretched beneath 
no talents even; I no talents even; I took my measure/took my measure/ early in life. I was simply the most fastidious young early in life. I was simply the most fastidious young gentlgentl
Madame Merle's eyes Madame Merle's eyes took the same direction/took the same direction/ ; then she looked serenely at her ; then she looked serenely at her neighbourneighbour. "You know I . "You know I nevnev



ENEN--PT Parallel CorporaPT Parallel Corpora

COMPARA COMPARA 
http://www.linguateca.pt/COMPARA/http://www.linguateca.pt/COMPARA/
(cf. (cf. FrankenbergFrankenberg--Garcia & Santos, 2003Garcia & Santos, 2003))

corpus based on Portuguesecorpus based on Portuguese--English and English and 
EnglishEnglish--Portuguese source texts and Portuguese source texts and 
translations (literature)translations (literature)
over one million words for each languageover one million words for each language



Results for the search
“took place”

parallel concordances



E N :  S u t c l i f fe  t a p p e d  th e  s i d e  o f  h i s  l o n g  n o s e  w i t h  h i s  
in d e x  f in g e r  a s  h e  u t t e r e d  th e s e  w o r d s ,  d i s l o d g in g  h i s  
s p e c t a c l e s  a n d  c a u s in g  th e m  t o  c r a sh  in t o  h i s  t e a - c u p  -
-  fo r  th i s  c o n v e r s a t i o n  t o o k  p l a c e  in  th e  S e n i o r  
C o m m o n  R o o m ,  n o t  l o n g  a f t e r  R o b y n 's  a r r i v a l  a t  
R u m m i d g e .  
P T :  S u t c l i f f e  e s f r e g a r a  d e  la d o  o  s e u  c o m p r id o  n a r i z  
c o m  o  d e d o  i n d i c a d o r  a o  p r o fe r i r  e s t a s  p a l a v r a s ,  
d e s l o c a n d o  o s  ó c u l o s  e  fa z e n d o - o s  c a i r  n a  c h á v e n a  d e  
c h á ,  p o i s  e s t a  c o n v e r s a  t e v e  l u g a r  n a  s a la  d o s  
p r o fe s s o r e s ,  p o u c o  t e m p o  d e p o i s  d a  c h e g a d a  d e  
R o b y n  a  R u m m i d g e .  
E N :  I t  t o o k  p l a c e  o n  a  f i n e  O c t o b e r  d a y .  
P T :  R e a li z o u - s e  n u m  b e l o  d i a  d e  O u t u b r o .  
E N :  I  d o n 't  k n o w  w h a t  t o o k  p l a c e .  
P T :  N ã o  s e i  o  q u e  s e  p a s s o u .  

 
F ig u r e  4 :  C O M P A R A  s e a r c h  r e s u l t s   



More ENMore EN--PT Parallel CorporaPT Parallel Corpora

EuroparlEuroparl
http://people.csail.mit.edu/koehn/publicatiohttp://people.csail.mit.edu/koehn/publicatio
ns/europarl/ns/europarl/

NAToolsNATools
httphttp://eremita.di.uminho.pt/albin/nat://eremita.di.uminho.pt/albin/nat--
search.cgisearch.cgi



NOMLEX ExtensionNOMLEX Extension

1.1. Identification of the support verbsIdentification of the support verbs
2.2. Mapping support verb arguments to Mapping support verb arguments to 

nominalization argumentsnominalization arguments
3.3. Categories of support verbs Categories of support verbs –– semantic semantic 

contentcontent
Special complements of support verbs plus Special complements of support verbs plus 
nominalizationsnominalizations
Classification of support verbsClassification of support verbs

4.4. Dictionary buildDictionary build



NOMLEX ExtensionNOMLEX Extension
CoCo--occurrence of nominalizations with support occurrence of nominalizations with support 

verbs: verbs: 
""launch an attacklaunch an attack""
""take a walktake a walk""

Design extended nominalization entries to Design extended nominalization entries to 
capture information about these support capture information about these support 
verbs (Proteus Project Memorandum)verbs (Proteus Project Memorandum)
Annotate all the nominalizations in the Annotate all the nominalizations in the 
Penn Tree BankPenn Tree Bank
Extend and validate the entries in NOMLEX Extend and validate the entries in NOMLEX 



(NOM :ORTH "destruction"
:PLURAL *NONE*
:VERB "destroy"
:NOM-TYPE ((VERB-NOM))
:VERB-SUBJ ((N-N-MOD)

(DET-POSS)
(PP :PVAL ("by")))

:VERB-SUBC ((NOM-NP :SUBJECT ((N-N-MOD)
(DET-POSS)
(PP :PVAL ("by")))

:OBJECT ((DET-POSS)
(N-N-MOD)
(PP :PVAL ("of")))

:REQUIRED ((OBJECT :DET-POSS-ONLY T
:N-N-MOD-ONLY T))))

:DONE T)

(NOM :ORTH "destruction"(NOM :ORTH "destruction"

:PLURAL *NONE*:PLURAL *NONE*
:VERB "destroy":VERB "destroy"

:NOM:NOM--TYPE ((VERBTYPE ((VERB--NOM))NOM))
:VERB:VERB--SUBJ ((NSUBJ ((N--NN--MOD)MOD)

(DET(DET--POSS)POSS)
(PP :PVAL ("by")))(PP :PVAL ("by")))

:VERB:VERB--SUBC ((NOMSUBC ((NOM--NP :SUBJECT ((NNP :SUBJECT ((N--NN--MOD)MOD)

(DET(DET--POSS)POSS)
(PP :PVAL ("by")))(PP :PVAL ("by")))

:OBJECT ((DET:OBJECT ((DET--POSS)POSS)
(N(N--NN--MOD)MOD)
(PP :PVAL ("of")))(PP :PVAL ("of")))

:REQUIRED ((OBJECT :DET:REQUIRED ((OBJECT :DET--POSSPOSS--ONLY TONLY T
:N:N--NN--MODMOD--ONLY T))))ONLY T))))

:DONE T):DONE T)

NOMLEX entry for destructionNOMLEX entry for NOMLEX entry for destructiondestruction



Some SVC ClassesSome SVC Classes
PT Nouns Semantic Groups Co-occurring with Support VerbsPT Nouns Semantic Groups CoPT Nouns Semantic Groups Co--occurring with Support Verbsoccurring with Support Verbs
MOVEMENTMOVEMENT
With DAR With DAR -- caminhada, curva(s), passeio, salto, volta, cambalhotas, pulos,caminhada, curva(s), passeio, salto, volta, cambalhotas, pulos, etc.etc.
With FAZER With FAZER -- pirueta, desvio, entrada, sapirueta, desvio, entrada, saíída, pausa, etc.da, pausa, etc.
PHYSICAL AGGRESSION PHYSICAL AGGRESSION 
With DAR With DAR -- estalo, bofetada, sova, surra, golpe, cornada, pancada, murros,estalo, bofetada, sova, surra, golpe, cornada, pancada, murros, etc.etc.
DISEASES AND SYMPTOMS DISEASES AND SYMPTOMS 
With TER With TER -- acne, anemia, diabetes, lesão, ataque, infarte, gripe, constipaacne, anemia, diabetes, lesão, ataque, infarte, gripe, constipaçção, depressão, crise, diarreia, ão, depressão, crise, diarreia, 
febre, enjoo, sofoco, vertigem, arrepio, etc.febre, enjoo, sofoco, vertigem, arrepio, etc.
With APANHAR With APANHAR -- gripe, constipagripe, constipaçção, depressão, etc. ão, depressão, etc. 
ACTIONS RELATED WITH SENSESACTIONS RELATED WITH SENSES
With DAR With DAR -- abraabraçço, beijo, gemido, grito, lambidela, olhada, sopro, suspiro, arroo, beijo, gemido, grito, lambidela, olhada, sopro, suspiro, arrote, etc.te, etc.
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND EMOTIONAL PSYCHOLOGICAL AND EMOTIONAL 
With DAR With DAR -- ânimo, alegria, tristeza, desgosto, vontade, gosto, pânico, penânimo, alegria, tristeza, desgosto, vontade, gosto, pânico, pena, satisfaa, satisfaçção, susto, terror, ão, susto, terror, 
vergonha, etc.vergonha, etc.
With TER With TER -- angangúústia, cobardia, prejustia, cobardia, prejuíízo, dzo, dúúvida, fobia, inquietude, molvida, fobia, inquietude, molééstia, nostalgia, preocupastia, nostalgia, preocupaçção, ão, 
receio, suspeita, emoreceio, suspeita, emoçção, etc.ão, etc.
With FAZER With FAZER -- medo, impressão, tentativa(s), etc.medo, impressão, tentativa(s), etc.
POWER AND INFLUENCE POWER AND INFLUENCE 
With DAR With DAR -- aprovaaprovaçção, autorizaão, autorizaçção, aviso, ajuda, benefão, aviso, ajuda, benefíício, conselho, consentimento, cumprimentos, cio, conselho, consentimento, cumprimentos, 
exemplo, licenexemplo, licençça, ordem, orientaa, ordem, orientaçção, etc.ão, etc.
MORAL AND FEELINGSMORAL AND FEELINGS
With DAR With DAR -- afecto, amor, amparo, carinho, compreensão, consolo, escândalo,afecto, amor, amparo, carinho, compreensão, consolo, escândalo, gragraçças, pras, préémio, presente, mio, presente, 
prenda, etc.prenda, etc.



Some SVC ClassesSome SVC Classes

BODY CAREBODY CARE
With TOMAR With TOMAR -- banho, duche, etc.banho, duche, etc.
With FAZER With FAZER -- penteado, maquilhagem, barba, etc.penteado, maquilhagem, barba, etc.
With DAR With DAR -- banho, etc. With banho, etc. With 
INFORMATIONINFORMATION--OPINIONOPINION
With DAR With DAR -- assessoria, pormenores, explicaassessoria, pormenores, explicaçção, informaão, informaçção, interpretaão, interpretaçção, mostras, opinião, orientaão, mostras, opinião, orientaçção, ão, 
resposta, declararesposta, declaraçções, etc.ões, etc.
With FAZER With FAZER -- relato, perguntas, advertência, jurelato, perguntas, advertência, juíízo, racioczo, raciocíínio, recomendanio, recomendaçção, reflexão, sugestão, ão, reflexão, sugestão, 
valorizavalorizaçção, votos, recomendaão, votos, recomendaçção, reflexão, acordo, raciocão, reflexão, acordo, raciocíínio, declaranio, declaraçções, etc.ões, etc.
With TOMAR With TOMAR –– decisãodecisão
With TER With TER -- ideia, impressão, etc.ideia, impressão, etc.
GREETINGS, CONDOLENCES, FELICITATIONSGREETINGS, CONDOLENCES, FELICITATIONS
With DAR With DAR -- bons dias, boas noites, boas tardes, parabbons dias, boas noites, boas tardes, parabééns, pêsames, saudans, pêsames, saudaçção, honras, etc. ão, honras, etc. 
HOSTINGHOSTING
With DAR With DAR -- albergue, alojamento, asilo, hospedagem, refalbergue, alojamento, asilo, hospedagem, refúúgio, abrigo, etc. gio, abrigo, etc. 
REACHING A GOALREACHING A GOAL
With DAR With DAR -- alcance, captura, caalcance, captura, caçça, etc.a, etc.
FAST ACTIONSFAST ACTIONS
With DAR With DAR -- pincelada, lavagem, esfregadela, etc.pincelada, lavagem, esfregadela, etc.
USAGESUSAGES
With DAR With DAR -- colocacolocaçção, destino, emprego, encargo, etc.ão, destino, emprego, encargo, etc.
OTHERSOTHERS
With DAR With DAR -- alimento; calor, frio; inalimento; calor, frio; iníício, origem; forma; forcio, origem; forma; forçça; leitura; vida; oportunidade; preferência, a; leitura; vida; oportunidade; preferência, 
prioridade; realce; aso, riso; soluprioridade; realce; aso, riso; soluçção, etc.ão, etc.

PT Nouns Semantic Groups Co-occurring with Support VerbsPT Nouns Semantic Groups CoPT Nouns Semantic Groups Co--occurring with Support Verbsoccurring with Support Verbs



Some Support Verb ClassesSome Support Verb Classes

Dividing SVerbs by Semantic ContentDividing SVerbs by Semantic Content
CategoryCategory DescriptionDescription ExampleExample

:INCEP:INCEP beginning of event/statebeginning of event/state beganbegan the evacuationthe evacuation
commencecommence with the attackwith the attack

:CONTIN:CONTIN continuation of event/statecontinuation of event/state proceededproceeded with the evacuationwith the evacuation
keptkept influence on Johninfluence on John

:FIN:FIN completion of eventcompletion of event completedcompleted the evacuationthe evacuation
the attack the attack ceasedceased

:AFFIRM:AFFIRM content is affirmedcontent is affirmed admitadmit an accusationan accusation
maintainmaintain an accusationan accusation

:DISAFFIRM:DISAFFIRM content is disaffirmedcontent is disaffirmed denydeny an accusationan accusation
rejectreject an accusationan accusation

:NON:NON--FACTIVEFACTIVE state/action may not be a factstate/action may not be a fact promisedpromised John a giftJohn a gift
planplan the murderthe murder

:NON:NON--FACTIVEFACTIVE--INDEFINDEF nonnon--factive unless definitefactive unless definite intendintend an attack (nonan attack (non--factive)factive)
intendintend the attack (factive)the attack (factive)

:TRANSPARENT:TRANSPARENT does not fit in other categorydoes not fit in other category makemake an attackan attack
carry outcarry out an attackan attack

:REALIZED:REALIZED goal is achievedgoal is achieved the attack the attack succeededsucceeded
approveapprove an appealan appeal

:NOT:NOT--REALIZEDREALIZED goal is not achievedgoal is not achieved the appeal the appeal failedfailed
denydeny an appealan appeal



Preliminary ConclusionsPreliminary Conclusions

SVCs and lightSVCs and light--verb constructions refer to very particular verb constructions refer to very particular 
phenomena, crossphenomena, cross--categorisation with idiomscategorisation with idioms

VerbVerb--object combinationsobject combinations

take N/take N/PronPron/somebody for a ride/somebody for a ride == take advantage of take advantage of 
N/N/PronPron/somebody/somebody

take a close look attake a close look at = = look carefully = (inspect) = (investigate)look carefully = (inspect) = (investigate)

bring N/bring N/PronPron/something to light/something to light = = to reveal N/to reveal N/PronPron/something/something

hold Pron head high = be proudhold Pron head high = be proud



We propose a classification of paraphrases in several We propose a classification of paraphrases in several 
categories: categories: 

Simple paraphrase
make a confession = confess; 

Implied meaning paraphrase
make a good impression = impress (where “good” is implied in the paraphrase)

Paraphrase with remote dependency
make a barricade = barricade SELF in PL

Paraphrase with change in the POS of some elements, like adjective to 
adverb
make a good scene = film N ADV_well
make the right decision = decide ADV_correctly
have a satisfactory answer = answer ADV_satisfactorily

Paraphrase with complex transformations, requiring a “new” word 
make an important disclosure = disclose something important

Simple paraphraseSimple paraphrase
make a confession = confessmake a confession = confess; ; 

Implied meaning paraphraseImplied meaning paraphrase
make a good impression = impressmake a good impression = impress (where (where ““goodgood”” is implied in the paraphrase)is implied in the paraphrase)

Paraphrase with remote dependencyParaphrase with remote dependency
make a barricade = barricade SELF in PLmake a barricade = barricade SELF in PL

Paraphrase with change in the POS of some elements, like adjectiParaphrase with change in the POS of some elements, like adjective to ve to 
adverbadverb
make a good scene = film N ADV_wellmake a good scene = film N ADV_well
make the right decision = decide ADV_correctlymake the right decision = decide ADV_correctly
have a satisfactory answer = answer ADV_satisfactorilyhave a satisfactory answer = answer ADV_satisfactorily

Paraphrase with complex transformations, requiring a Paraphrase with complex transformations, requiring a ““newnew”” word word 
make an important disclosure = disclose something importantmake an important disclosure = disclose something important

Preliminary ConclusionsPreliminary Conclusions



Feedback is welcome!Feedback is welcome!
Thank you!Thank you!


